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NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several

versions of Pearson&#39;s MyLab& Mastering products exist for each title, and registrations are not

transferable. To register for and use Pearson&#39;s MyLab &Mastering products, you may also

need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide.  Used books, rentals, and purchases made

outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes

for Pearson&#39;s MyLab & Mastering products may notbe included, may be incorrect, or may be

previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  For the two-semester A&P laboratory course.  This package

includes MasteringA&P  Â® . Â    All instructor resources for this title are available in the Instructor

Resources section on the MasteringA&P site.   Â   Helping millions of future healthcare

professionals   prepare   for lab and practice lab concepts.   Revered for its thorough, clearly written

exercises and explanations,  Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual  has provided

millions of future healthcare professionals with a complete hands-on laboratory and learning

experience. The fully revised Twelfth Edition provides a more active, workbook-style approach that

incorporates visual summaries, streamlines information, and engages students with hands-on

drawing and review activities. New features include assignable Pre-lab Videos that introduce

students to the lab and related equipment, and â€œWhy this Matters,â€• which shows the relevance

of lab activities to real-life and clinical examples. This edition is fully integrated with MasteringA&P,

offering assignable visual media and activities that promote active learning and engage students. Â 

Â  For the first time, the lab manual is publishing alongside Marieb/Hoehnâ€™s best-selling  Human

Anatomy & Physiology . Designed to meet the needs of the 2-semester A&P laboratory course, the

manual can be used with any A&PÂ textbook and is available in a customized edition, as well as

inÂ three conventional versions:Â Main (Eleventh Edition), Cat (Twelfth Edition), and Fetal Pig

(Twelfth Edition). Â   Personalize Learning with MasteringA&P  Â®   MasteringA&P is an online

homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this lab manual to engage

students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn,

test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course

material and understand difficult concepts.    0133873218/0133873218 Human Anatomy &

Physiology Laboratory Manual, Main Version Plus MasteringA&P with eText -- Access Card

Package, 11/e Package consists of:    0321971353 /Â  9780321971357 Human Anatomy &

Physiology Laboratory Manual,Cat Version, 12/e 0133999300/ 9780133999303 MasteringA&P with

Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manuals,



12/e
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This book matches the paper book pages exactly. It is easy to navigate through the manual.It is nice

not to have to carry around the cumbersome lab manual, but the Ebook is not interactive. I have to

write all of my homework on a separate sheet of paper and cannot label the photos unless I draw

them.I bought the kindle version because it was a lot cheaper, but I definitely regret it because it has

caused me so much more work and stress for class.I would not recommend the kindle version of

this book to someone who needs to write on the lab manual pages.

This is a lab manual, not even a text book, just a lab manual. It might be worth $25, but that's a

stretch. Yet it is required for the class (along with the likewise overpriced text book). $144 for this

would be laughable if it weren't so obscene. I have been mugged, literally at gun point, and hardly

felt more violated than this.And to top it off, they've figured out how to subvert the used book market

by requiring you to purchase a one-time-use code to access their website. Not for any practical

benefit, but so they can force you to buy a new book, or pay for a code if you were foolish enough to

purchase a used book.If you wonder why the US is slipping in our educational standards, just look

at how exorbitantly expensive we make school. This is nothing short of eating your own young when

you make them pay like this for an education. It's disgusting.



I got this e-book and put it on my iPad and I love it. Nobody in my class will bring the lab book to

class, but I always bring it on my tablet - since it weights almost nothing. The manual is huge

(~1,000 pages) but so far I am pleased with the content.

I am a student and needed this book for school, so I purchased it through this seller. I later received

an email saying I did not need the book so the seller allowed me to return the book with FREE

SHIPPING! Then, when I had my first class my professor had changed and he wanted us to have

the book for lab, so I ended up needing it, when i contacted the seller, he sent it back to me when

he received it with NO CHARGE. Book was also in awesome condition, no marks and still in plastic

wrapping!THANK YOU SO MUCH!!!

This lab manual was required for my A&P class. We used the experiment pages in the back

frequently but not so much the pages in the front. I used them as a study tool though and I found

that they were good to use as a review. The only downside is that the pages are so thin, they tend

to rip if you are flipping through them.

I do not know anyone who was terribly excited about A&P but this book was well organized and

easy to navigate. I was able to remove the pages I neede and it was easy to understand. A required

material, but I felt better about spending a third of the price on .

I purchased this book via kindle. The book has amazing details on the structures of the body. I

understand everything the text is trying to explain. The kindle version is so convenient because I

can highlight, look up any words, book mark, and note any thing I want with just one touch. This has

been so helpful with the cat dissections in my Anatomy class and the pictures of accurate. 5 stars

and definitely worth the purchase.

While the cooresponding class textbook is a pretty decent reference, the lab manual is terribly

disorganized. Within each exercise, it jumps from one topic to another with no apparent segway,

then returns to the first topic with additional information that should have all been grouped together

under an easy-to-locate heading. I can't count the number of times during a lab exercise that my

group and I flipped back and forth through the pages trying to find the information we were looking

for, it was very time consuming. The questions at the beginning of each exercise are useful, but the

activities/quizzes at the end of each exercise have no answer key so are of limited utility for



self-testing. They also often involve information not covered in the text and suggest students go

research that information on their own.. kinda made me think, um no, I bought your book so that I

wouldn't have to research relevant info on my own! Overall one of the poorer lab manuals I have

used in almost a decade of higher education. My professor asked for feedback on it and my class

agreed that she would be better off coming up with her own print out worksheets that could actually

organize the information in a relatable manner so we could get through lab in the allotted time

period
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